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Dialogue 
 
Purposeful Dialogue 
Dialogue is more than just a conversation. Use dialogue to: 

• Move the story along 
• Develop character personality (Does the dialogue fit the character?) 
• Show character emotion (instead of telling) 
• Break up narrative or interior monologue (adds “white space”; increases pace) 
• Add variety to and enhance the rhythm of the writing (voice and style) 

 
TIP: Read the dialogue aloud. Pay attention to any spots where you feel tempted to make a 
change. That’s your WILD MIND (subconscious voice) telling you to take notice. 
 
 
 
Use Dialogue Beats  
Beats are small pieces of action interspersed throughout dialogue. Let beats work for you. Use 
them to: 

• Identify who’s speaking (to avoid the use of a dialogue tag) 
• Develop character (especially if the action is unique rather than common) 
•  Show the emotions of the speaker 
• Break up the dialogue 
• Allow reader to picture the action 
• Vary the rhythm 

 
Caution: Watch out for repetitive beats and don’t overdo the specifics.  (For example, don’t 

show us every single action involved in eating a dinner. This is boring and pointless.) 
 
Dialogue Tags (Speaker Attributions) 

• Don’t use them to explain: he snarled; he apologized. (Let the dialogue or beat show what 
the tag was explaining.) 

• Don’t struggle for variety. (“Said” is usually the best choice.) 
• Don’t use words that don’t denote speech. (she sighed; he chuckled; she smiled) 
• Cut or limit the –ly adverbs. (She exclaimed hatefully.) Show, don’t tell. 
• Place the tag where there is a natural break in dialogue. (Reading out loud will help with 

this.  Pay attention to places where you’re tempted to change something. That’s a big clue 
that maybe it needs to be changed.) 

• Eliminate the tags if it’s clear who’s talking. (Use beats to help identify the speaker.) 
 

  
 
 

 


